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Dear Rising 2nd Grade Parents,

Summer learning plays an important role in a student’s academic growth. Helping our students to become skilled and

thoughtful learners is one of the most important goals we have at Gatewood School. Like many things, the only way to
become a better reader and learner is through practice. Strong students practice reading and math daily. The

maintenance of skills is crucial to growth in all areas. Listed below are the guidelines for Rising Second Graders’
summer learning activities. The purpose of our Summer Learning assignments is to encourage reading for pleasure,

expose students to a variety of good literature, provide rich, imaginative experiences, reinforce reading and writing skills,
and keep math skills consistently accurate and sharp.
Happy Reading, Journaling, and Calculating! ☺
Jeff Decker, Head of School

Julie Copelan, 1st Grade Teacher
Jill Turner, 2nd Grade Teacher

ALL ASSIGNMENTS IN THIS PACKET PLUS 5 JOURNAL ENTRIES ARE DUE
ON THE FIRST FULL DAY OF SCHOOL: 8-12-19

Please pace throughout and do not wait until August to begin as this defeats the purpose. We want to create lifelong
learners who enjoy daily learning.
Rising 2nd Grade Students’

Summer Learning Requirements:
1. Summer Journaling Project– Students are provided a list of ideas. We encourage journaling throughout the
summer. Turn in three entries. Correct capitalization and punctuation are required.

2. Required Summer Reading –Students are to log at least 10 books independently. In addition, students should

enjoy reading with an adult. Students may also explore the apps and websites provided. Fun ideas are provided. Turn in
the log and graphic organizers over two books.

3. Grammar – Students are to turn in the Ice Cream Editing sheet.
4. Summer Math Practice – It is expected that rising 2nd graders practice their math facts daily throughout the
summer to ensure accuracy. Maintaining mathematical comprehension and fluency is important. Students are required

to complete the math section of the Summer Packet and return it completed to their math teacher on the first
full day of 2nd grade, August 12, 2019. We have learned many math games throughout the year using dice and

number cards. Please make use of the write and wipe mats provided! Students should complete all levels of Zearn.
Password reminders have been provided.

We can’t wait to see you all in August!
Notes:
Keep this packet stapled and turn in the entire packet on August 12, 2019.

